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 Agri Commodity Markets Research  

July WASDE: Give or Take 

 

 

The USDA 

performed an adept and familiar dance around the 

world’s extreme feed grain and oilseed supply risks. In 

the US, summer acreage grew but still failed to meet 

expectations, while row crops like corn, soybeans and 

spring wheat have entered yield determinant phases 

with conditions far beneath the five-year average that 

included two bad years. Yield-preserving rainfall in July 

allowed the USDA to stay its hand this time, but its 

small chisel over the past year has nonetheless revealed 

a slim figure, with 2021/22 corn, soybean and spring 

wheat stocks dramatically low. ACMR expects yield cuts 

in next month’s WASDE report may undo some of the 

production gains here. It could be a soft landing in 

store for G&O supplies, but they certainly face a year or 

more near or at scarcity, raising price risks for 

consumers.  

Rabobank’s price outlook based on the USDA’s July WASDE: 

Corn – Neutral – US carry-out rises on increased acreage and optimistic production forecasts 

 US 2020/21 corn carry-out was cut below 1.1bn bu on higher domestic FSI use. US 2021/22 carry-out, 

however, was raised an above-estimate 75m bu MOM to 1.43bn bu, as higher-than-expected 

production (+175m bu) offset demand raises in FSI/biodiesel (25m bu) and exports (50m bu).  

 Brazil’s 2020/21 corn production was cut 6m mt, to 93m mt. 

Wheat – Mildly Bullish- Reduced US spring wheat production leads to lower stocks globally 

 The drop in US spring wheat yield results in a significantly lower US all wheat yield: from 50.7 to 45.8 

bu/acre.  

 On a global scale, the change in the US is by far the most important, resulting in lower global stocks 

and a tighter balance sheet.  

Soybeans – Neutral – 2021/22 acres, yield and stocks were unchanged, remain uncomfortably low 

 The USDA offset lower US 2020/21 soy imports and exports/crush, leaving ending stocks at a wholly 

uncomfortable 135m bu. 2021/22 saw no changes, leaving modest carry-out growth of 20m bu to 155m 

bu, slightly above expectations. 2021/22 US Soy Oil stocks were cut 15m lbs to a very low 1.488bn lbs. 

 Brazil + Argentina’s 2021/22 ending stocks were raised 5m mt MOM, partially reflecting export losses to 

China (-3m mt MOM). World carry-out is set to rise 3m mt in 2021/22, to 94.5m mt – more than 

expected. 

Cotton – Neutral – Rising US production offsets export demand and raises carry-out 

 US 2021/22 ending stocks rose more than expected as production offset higher export demand. 

 The 2021/22 global outlook continues to see ending stocks tightening. 

Figure 1: July 2021 WASDE – Stocks and production summary  Figure 2: July 2021 WASDE – Production and export summary 

 

 

 
Source: USDA, Bloomberg Finance L.P., Rabobank 2021  Source: USDA, Bloomberg Finance L.P. Rabobank 2021 

US Production

20/21 21/22 Jun 21/22 Jul Avg Low High

US Production (M bu)

Corn 14,182 14,990 15,165 15,107 14,820 15,276

Soybeans 4,135 4,405 4,405 4,392 4,330 4,405

All Wheat 1,826 1,898 1,746 1,843 1,724 1,947

Cotton (M bls) 14.6 17.0 17.8 17.29 16.6 18.5

US Stocks
20/21 21/22 Jun 21/22 Jul Avg Low High

US Stocks (M bu)

Corn 1,082 1,357 1,432 1,361 1,000 1,542

Soybeans 135 155 155 147 102 185

Wheat 844 770 665 724 572 809

Cotton (M bls) 3.2 2.9 3.3 3.04 1.95 4.5

Global Stocks
20/21 21/22 Jun 21/22 Jul Avg Low High

Stocks (M mt)

Corn 279.9 289.4 291.2 286.5 277 295

Soybeans 91.5 92.6 94.5 92.6 91.2 93.5

All Wheat 290.2 296.8 291.7 295.8 292 300

Cotton (M bls) 91.6 89.3 87.7 89.9 88.4 92
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Soybeans  

The USDA’s WASDE soybean outlook was largely 

neutral from a US perspective, with 2020/21 and 

2021/22 US soy ending stocks unchanged at 135m bu 

bu and 155m bu. Stronger competition from 

replenished Southern hemisphere crops, and 

expectations for lower Chinese import demand (-3m mt 

MOM, perhaps due to lower meal inclusion in feed), 

underpin an important change to last year’s record US 

export activity. Lower US participation in the soybean and 

soymeal export markets over the coming year will be key to 

easing demand pressure on the US and expanding ending 

stockpiles marginally from their precipitous levels, 

equivalent to 1-2 weeks of supplies. Supply concerns 

remain elevated, and with extremely poor crop conditions 

in the Dakotas (15% of national soy acreage), yields could 

begin to decline in the coming months. Meanwhile, soy oil 

ending stocks will continue to see support from lower crush 

and strong demand from feed, food, and biodiesel factions.  

Corn  

The July WASDE came in way too optimistic (bearish) 

for corn, in our view, with the USDA leaving US 2021/22 

corn yield unchanged despite poor crop conditions 

below the five-year average and raising ending stocks 

75m bu to 1.43bn bu. The WASDE did raise US feed, 

exports and ethanol demand, but far too modestly given 

the current strong pace seen. The USDA continues to 

underestimate the paucity of supplies out of second-largest 

exporter Brazil (93m mt production and 28m mt exports, vs 

Rabobank’s 88-89m mt and approx. 20m mt exports). The 

most striking note in this report was the USDA’s yield punt 

to August with the admission that in “June, harvested-area 

weighted precipitation for the major corn-producing states 

was below normal but did not represent an extreme 

deviation from normal conditions” which would be an 

acceptable conclusion, if USDA weren’t positing record 

yields! Expectations for a US stocks rebound in 2021/22 

remain premature given the impact of coming yield pull-

backs on production, and because these rely on Brazil – 

both this year and next – easing pressure on US exports. 

The US has seen a break in the heatwave in time for 

pollination, but drought still persists. At best, the market 

sees a bottom to yield downside, but the upside is not 

increasing. Next year we expect to see prices well-

supported by low supplies and consumer converage. 

Wheat 

US HR Spring wheat massively reduced from 530m bu 

last year to 305m bu in 2021/22. A drop was expected 

given the very adverse crop conditions, but the total 

number is slightly below market expectations. This brings 

down the all wheat yield from 50.7 to 45.8 bu/acre and 

production is lowered from 1.90bn bu to 1.75bn bu. US 

ending stocks are thus calculated at 0.67bn bu, which is 

below average trade expectations at 0.73bnbu. 

Globally, there are not huge changes, with ending 20/21 

stocks lowered by 3.3m metric tons and 21/22 by 5.1m 

metric tons. 

 

  

 2021/22 crop changes vs previous WASDE show a drop in 

wheat but a dubious increase in corn 

 US corn ratings are far below the five-year average, raising 

yield doubts. Recent rains will at best stabilize the crop. 

 

 

 

 

Source: USDA, Rabobank 2021  Source: USDA, Rabobank 2021 
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Disclaimer 

Non Independent Research 

This document is issued by Coöperatieve Rabobank U.A. incorporated in the Netherlands, trading as “Rabobank” 

(“Rabobank”) a cooperative with excluded liability.  The liability of its members is limited.  Authorised by De 

Nederlandsche Bank in the Netherlands and regulated by the Authoriteit Financiële Markten. Rabobank London Branch 

(RL) is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and with deemed variation of permission. Subject to regulation 

by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority. Details of the 

Temporary Permissions Regime, which allows EEA-based firms to operate in the UK for a limited period while seeking full 

authorisation, are available on the Financial Conduct Authority’s website. RL is registered in England and Wales under 

Company no. FC 11780 and under Branch No. BR002630.  This document is directed exclusively to Eligible Counterparties 

and Professional Clients.  It is not directed at Retail Clients  

This document does not purport to be impartial research and has not been prepared in accordance with legal 

requirements designed to promote the independence of Investment Research and is not subject to any prohibition on 

dealing ahead of the dissemination of Investment Research. This document does NOT purport to be an impartial 

assessment of the value or prospects of its subject matter and it must not be relied upon by any recipient as an impartial 

assessment of the value or prospects of its subject matter.  No reliance may be placed by a recipient on any 

representations or statements made outside this document (oral or written) by any person which state or imply (or may 

be reasonably viewed as stating or implying) any such impartiality. 

This document is for information purposes only and is not, and should not be construed as, an offer or a commitment by 

RL or any of its affiliates to enter into a transaction.  This document does not constitute investment advice and nor is any 

information provided intended to offer sufficient information such that is should be relied upon for the purposes of 

making a decision in relation to whether to acquire any financial products.  The information and opinions contained in 

this document have been compiled or arrived at from sources believed to be reliable, but no representation or warranty, 

express or implied, is made as to their accuracy, completeness or correctness. 

The information contained in this document is not to be relied upon by the recipient as authoritative or taken in 

substitution for the exercise of judgement by any recipient.  Any opinions, forecasts or estimates herein constitute a 

judgement of RL as at the date of this document, and there can be no assurance that future results or events will be 

consistent with any such opinions, forecasts or estimates.  All opinions expressed in this document are subject to change 

without notice.   

To the extent permitted by law, neither RL, nor other legal entities in the group to which it belongs accept any liability 

whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss howsoever arising from any use of this document or its contents or 

otherwise arising in connection therewith. 

Insofar as permitted by applicable laws and regulations, RL or other legal entities in the group to which it belongs, their 

directors, officers and/or employees may have had or have a long or short position or act as a market maker and may 

have traded or acted as principal in the securities described within this document (or related investments) or may 

otherwise have conflicting interests.  This may include hedging transactions carried out by RL or other legal entities in 

the group, and such hedging transactions may affect the value and/or liquidity of the securities described in this 

document.  Further it may have or have had a relationship with or may provide or have provided corporate finance or 

other services to companies whose securities (or related investments) are described in this document.  Further, internal 

and external publications may have been issued prior to this publication where strategies may conflict according to 

market conditions at the time of each publication. 

This document may not be reproduced, distributed or published, in whole or in part, for any purpose, except with the 

prior written consent of RL.  By accepting this document you agree to be bound by the foregoing restrictions. The 

distribution of this document in other jurisdictions may be restricted by law and recipients of this document should 

inform themselves about, and observe any such restrictions.  

A summary of the methodology can be found on our website 
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